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Note the following problem when using user system interface cables (HS2655ECH61H and HS2655ECN61H) for the H8S/2655 series E6000 emulator.

1. Phenomenon

Oscillation circuits are installed on the user system interface cable head in order to support the crystal oscillator on the user system. However, there is trouble in these oscillation circuits and correct oscillation is not allowed.

Note that there are no problems with clock input from the crystal oscillator on the user system to the EXTAL pin.

2. Solution

If you wish to use the crystal oscillator on the user system, please contact your Hitachi sales agency to have your user system interface cables fixed.

**Target Lots (number is printed on the board)**

- HS2655ECH61H: 6X, 6Y, 6Z, 71, 72, 73
- HS2655ECN61H: 6X, 6Z, 71, 72